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Consider the partial linear models of the form Y=X {;+ g(T )+e, where the
p-variate explanatory X is erroneously measured, and both T and the response Y
are measured exactly. Let X be the surrogate variable for X with measurement
error. Let the primary data set be that containing independent observations on
(Y, X , T ) and the validation data set be that containing independent observations
on (X, X , T ), where the exact observations on X may be obtained by some expen-
sive or difficult procedures for only a small subset of subjects enrolled in the study.
In this paper, without specifying any structure equation and the distribution
assumption of X given X , a semiparametric method with the primary data is
employed to obtain the estimators of ; and g( } ) based on the least-squares criterion
with the help of validation data. The proposed estimators are proved to be strongly
consistent. The asymptotic representation and the asymptotic normality of the
estimator of ; are derived, respectively. The rate of the weak consistency of the
estimator of g( } ) is also obtained.  1999 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62J02, 62G05, 62E20.
Key words and phrases: partial linear model, validation data, strong consistency,
asymptotic representation, asymptotic normality.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the partly linear model
Y=X {;+ g(T)+e, (1.1)
where Y is a scalar response variable, X is a p-variate explanatory variable,
X{ is its transpose, ; is a p_1 column vector of regression parameter, g( } )
is an unknown regression function on [0, 1], e is a random statistical
error, and given X and T the errors e=Y&X {;& g(T ) are assumed to be
independent and identically distributed.
Inference on such semiparametric additive models has received con-
siderable attention. There have been several approaches to estimating ;
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and g( } ). One primary approach is the method of penalized least squares
introduced by Engle et al. (1986), Green et al. (1985), Shan et al. (1986),
and Wahba (1984a, b), among others. Other procedures for this problem
include the projection method of Chen (1988), a spline smothing approach
due to Heckman (1986), and a method of kernel smoothing suggested by
Speckman (1988). Wang (1996) and Wang and Zheng (1997) considered
the estimation problem of ; and g( } ) when Y may be censored randomly
on the right by some variates. Such censorship may occur, usually in life
testing, medical follow up’s, and reliability studies.
In some other practical problems, variables of interest such as earnings
and work hours in the survey reports of the labor market are erroneously
measured. But the exact data for some of them, in this case, can be
obtained from the administrative payroll records of employees’ earnings
and work hours (Sepanski, 1995). In the measure of heart muscle damage
caused by a myocardial infection, peak cardiac enzyme level in the
bloodstream is an easily obtained variable, but this cannot assess
accurately the damage to the heart muscle. Instead, arterioscintograph, an
invasive and expensive procedure, can be used to produce a more accurate
measure of the heart muscle for a small subset of subjects enrolled in the
study (Wittes, Lakatos, and Probstfield, 1989). Such phenomena also hap-
pen in the evaluation of smoking behavior. In school-based smoking
prevention projects, current smoking behavior data are generally obtained
through self-report using questionnaires; self-report data are relatively
inexpensive to obtain but may be subject to error. Expensive chemical
analyze of saliva samples for the presence of cotinine can be performed for
at most only a small subset of the subjects enrolled in these large-scale
studies in order to yield a more accurate evaluation of smoking behavior
(Pepe, 1992). Here, variables with errors such as earnings and work hours
in the survey of reports of labor markets, diagnostic data of heart damage
by peak cardiac enzyme levels in the bloodstream, and self-reporting of
smoking behavior are used as surrogate variables and the corresponding
exact measures for a small subset of subjects are used as validation
variables.
Inference based on surrogate data and a validation sample has also been
the object of much attention (see, for example, Carroll and Wand, 1991;
Pepe and Fleming, 1991; Pepe, 1992; Sepanski and Carroll, 1993; Sepanski
and Knickerbocker, 1994; and Sepanski and Lee, 1995; among others).
Sepanski (1995) considered the nonlinear model
Y= g1(X, ;0)+e, (1.2)
where g1( } ) is a known function, and X or Y or both X and Y are
measured with error. With the availability of a validation data set for each
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case, he developed a so-called semiparametric regression method for the
model (1.2). That is, he defined the estimate of ;0 without specifying the
distribution assumption of the true variate given the surrogate variate.
It is worth pointing out that the models of the form (1.2) considered by
Sepanski do not contain the models of the form (1.1) since g1( } ) in (1.2)
is a known function. Actually, the model (1.2) is a parametric model, and
the model (1.1) is a semiparametric one.
In the present paper, we consider the model (1.1) with explanatory
variable X measured with error and both Y and T measured exactly. That
is, instead of the true X, the surrogate variable X is observed. As pointed
out by Sepanski and Lee (1995), most papers on the subject assume
X =X+U, where U is a normally distributed measurement error and is
independent of U (see, e.g., Carroll et al., 1984; Fuller, 1987; and Amemiya
and Fuller, 1984). Here, we do not make such assumption on X and X . We
develop an approach to the estimation of parameter ; and g( } ) in (1.1)
with the help of validation data without specifying the distribution assump-
tion of X, given X as in Sepanski and Lee (1995). The proposed estimator
of ; with validation data is proved to be strongly consistent and asymptoti-
cally normal by establishing an asymptotic representation for it, and the
estimator for g( } ) is also proved to be strongly consistent and weakly
consistent with the rate O(n&13). We define the estimators of ; and g( } ) in
Section 2. The asymptotic results are formulated in Section 3 and proved in
the Appendix.
For simplicity, we suppose that c may represent any positive constant
which may be different for each appearance.
2. ESTIMATION
Let X be a d-variate surrogate variable observed instead of the true
p-variate X in the primary survey data. Assume that in addition to the pri-
mary data set containing N independent observations of [(Yj , X j , Tj)n+Nj=n+1],
independent validation observations of [(Xi , X i , Ti)ni=1], which is also
independent of the primary samples set, are available. Furthermore, we
make the assumptions that the relation between X and X in the validation
data set is the same as that in the primary data set and that the variable
(X , T ) in the primary data set and the one in the validation data set are
identically distributed. For any matrix or vector A, denote by A{ its trans-
pose. Let V =(X , T ). Then the model (1.1) can be rewritten as
Y=u{(V ) ;+ g(T )+=,
{==e+X{;&u{(V ) ;, (2.1)u(V )=E[X | V ].
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Such a calibration regression method was also used in Sepanski and Lee
(1995), Sepanski and Carroll (1993), and Sepanski, Knickerbocker, and
Carroll (1995).
By employing the validation data, the regression function u(v~ ) in (2.1)
can be estimated by a nonparametric kernel regression of X on V =v~ . That
is, the estimator of u(V ) can be defined as
u^n(v~ )=
ni=1 X i K1((V i&v~ )bn)
ni=1 K1((V i&v~ )bn)
for any v~ # V , where V is the support set of V , K1( } ) is a d+1 dimensional
kernel function, and bn is a bandwidth tending to zero.
Let
WNj (t)=
K2((t&Tj)hN)
n+Nj=n+1 K2((t&Tj)hn)
,
where K2( } ) is also a kernel function and hN is a bandwidth tending to
zero. We then define the first step estimator of g( } ) as follows:
g~ nN(t) ] g~ n(t, ;)= :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (t) Yj& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (t) u^{n(V j) ;
] g^1, N(t)& g^{2, N(t) ;. (2.3)
The estimator of ; is defined as the one which minimizes S n, N(;) given by
S n, N(;)=
1
N
:
n+N
j=n+1
(Yj&u^{n(V n) ;& g^1, N(Tj)+ g^
{
2, N(T j) ;)
2. (2.4)
That is, the estimator, say ; n, N , minimizing (2.4) is the solution to the
equation
1
N
:
n+N
j=n+1
[(u^n(V j)& g^2, N(Tj))(Yj& g^1, N(Tj)&(u^n(V j)& g^2, N(Tj)){ ;)]=0.
(2.5)
By solving (2.5), it is easy to obtain that
; n, N=7 &1n, N A n, N , (2.6)
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where
7 n, N =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk))(u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk)){,
A n, N=
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk))(Yk& g^1, N(Tk)).
Equations (2.3) and (2.6) together then yield the final estimator of g(t), say
g^n, N(t), as follows:
g^n, N(t)= g^1, N(t)& g^{2, N(t) ; n, N . (2.7)
Remark 2.1. Note that the estimators of ; and g( } ) can be defined as
; n, N and g^n, N( } ) in (2.6) and (2.7) with u^n(V k) replaced by X k when X k ’s
are treated as true values of Xk . Such estimators may be inconsistent. That
is, one may lead to inconsistent estimators for ; and g( } ) if one ignores the
measurement error and performs an usual regression analysis.
3. STATEMENT OF THEOREMS
This section contains the formal statements of the consistency of ; n, N
and g^n, N(t), and the asymptotic representation and the asymptotic nor-
mality of ; n, N . In order to state our results we introduce the following
notations and assumptions.
Let g1(t)=E[T | T=t] and g2(t)=E[u(V ) | T=t]. Denote by g2r( } ),
ur( } ), and Xir respectively the r th component of g2( } ), u( } ), and Xi ,
i=1, 2, ..., n; r=1, 2, ..., p. Let &a&b&= |ai&bi | for any vectors a and b,
where ai and bi are the i th components of a and b, respectively.
The following assumptions are needed for the strong consistency of ; n, N
and g^n, N(t).
(A.g) g1(t), g2r(t), and g(t) satisfy the Lipschitz condition of order 1,
r=1, 2, ..., p.
(A.r) The density of T, say r(t), exists and satisfies
0< inf
0t1
r(t) sup
0t1
r(t)<.
(A.X) i. For some $>0, supv~ # V E[|X1r |2+$ |V =v~ ]<;
ii. supt E[X 41, r | T=t]<.
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(A.u) There exists an absolute constant c0 such that
|ur(v~ 1)&ur(v~ 2)|c0 &v~ 1&v~ 2 &, r=1, 2, ..., p.
(A.V ) i. The density of V , say fV (v~ ), exists and satisfies
:

N=1
NP( fV (V )’N)<
for some positive constant sequence ’N>0.
ii. fV (v~ ) has bounded partial derivative of order one.
(A.e) i. E[e | V =v~ ]=0;
ii. supv~ # V E[e2 | V =v~ ]<;
iii. supt E[e4 | T=t]<.
(A.K1) i. There exist constants M1>0 and \1>0 such that
0K1(v~ )M1 I[&v~ &\1].
ii. K1( } ) is a kernel of order one.
(A.bn) Let N take positive integer values depending on n, i.e.,
N=N(n), and assume n=1 (n
1+$2b (d+1)(2+$)n ’
2+$
N(n) )
&1< for the $ and
’N appearing in (A.X)i and (A.V ).
(A.K2) There exist absolute constants M21 , M22 , and \2>0 such that
M21 I[|t|\2]K2(t)M22I[ |t|\2].
(A.hN) i. N=1 N
&1hN<.
ii. N=1 (N
2hN)&1<.
(A.Nn) There exists a constant C>0 such that NnC.
Remark 3.1. Assumption (A.V )i is clearly satisfied when infv~ fV (v~ )=’
and ’N=’ for some ’>0. In such a case, (A.bn) is true as
bn>n&($2(d+1)($+2)) log2(d+1)($+2) n.
Note that V =(X , T ). Hence, Assumption (A.V )i also holds if X follows the
d-dimensional standard normal distribution, T follows the uniform dis-
tribution on [0, 1], and ’N is taken to be 1(N2d log2 N). In this case,
(A.bn) is satisfied as N=n:, 0<:<d4. Analogously, we also can give
some examples for the Assumptions (A.V )$i, (A.bn)$i, and (A.hNbn)$ to hold
true simultaneously.
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Theorem 3.1. Suppose that all the assumptions listed above hold, then
; n, N w
a.s. ; (3.1)
and
g^n, N(t) w
a.s. ; (3.2)
for any t # [0, 1].
Let Dk be the class of all continuous functions of f on Rd+2 such that
the derivatives
i1
v i1
1
i2
v i2
2
} } }
id+1
v id+1
1
f (v1 , ..., vd+1)
are uniformly bounded for 0i1+i2+ } } } +id+1k.
To prove the asymptotic normality of ; n, N and obtain the rate of weak
consistency, the Assumptions (A.X) and (A.e)ii, iii can be weakened to be
(A.X)$ supv~ # V E[X 21r | V =v~ ]<,
(A.e)$ supv~ # V E[e2 | V =v~ ]<,
respectively. And Assumptions (A.u), (A.K1), (A.V )ii, (A.bn), (A.hN), and
(A.Nn) can be replaced by
(A.u)$ For some k>d+1, ur( } ) # Dk, r=1, 2, ..., p.
(A.K1)$ i. There exist constants M>0 and \>0 such that
|K1(v~ )|MI[&v~ &\].
ii. K1 is a kernel of order k, where k is that in (A.u)$.
(A.V )$ i. There exists a positive constant sequence ’$N such that
NP( fV (V )<’N)  0.
ii. fV (v~ ) # Dk for the k appearing in (A.u)$.
(A.bn)$ i. nb2(d+1)n ’
2
N  ,
ii. nb2kn  0 for k appearing in (A.u)$.
(A.hN)$ Nh2N  .
(A.Nn)$ Nn  *, where * is a nonnegative constant.
Besides the assumptions listed above, the following assumptions are also
needed.
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(A.7)$ E(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T])(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]){ is a positive
definite matrix.
(A.hNbn)$ b2kn hN ’
2
N  0 for the k appearing in (A.u)$.
Let Uk=(V k , =k), Vi=(V i , Xi), k=n+1, ..., n+N; i=1, 2, ..., n. The
following theorem gives the asymptotic representation of ; n, N .
Theorem 3.2. Under (A.7)$, (A.hNbn)$, and all the assumptions of
Theorem 3.1 with Assumptions (A.X), (A.u), (A.V )$, (A.K1), (A.bn), (A.hN),
(A.e)ii, iii, and (A.Nn) replaced by (A.X)$, (A.u)$, (A.V )$, (A.K1)$, (A.bn)$,
(A.hN)$, (A.e)$, and (A.Nn)$, we have
- N(; n, N&;)=
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
9n(Uk , Vi ; bn)+op(1), (3.3)
where
9n(Uk , Vi ; bn)=7&19n1(Uk , V i ; bn),
7=E[(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T])(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]){]
9n1(Uk , Vi ; bn)=(u(V k)&E[u(V k) | Tk]) =k
+
K1((V i&V k)bn)(X i&u(V k))
bd+1n fV (V k)
=k
&
_K1((V
 i&V k)bn)(Xi&u(V k)){
_;(u(V k)&E[u(V k) | Tk])&
bd+1n fV (V k)
.
By the asymptotic representation theorem, the asymptotic normality of
; n, N can be proved. That is, we can prove
Theorem 3.3. Under all the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 we have
- N(; n, N&;) w
L N(0, V) (3.4)
and
g^n, N(t)& g(t)=Op((NhN)&12)+O(hN)+Op(N&12), (3.5)
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for any t # [0, 1], where
V=7&1V1(7&1){,
V1=E[(Y&u{(V ) ;& g(T))2 (u(V )
&E[u(V ) | T])(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]){]
+*E[[(X&u(V )){ ;]2 (u(V )
&E[u(V ) | T])(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]){],
and 7 is as defined in Theorem 3.2.
Remark 3.2. The first component in the asymptotic covariance of ; n, N
is the amount of information in the sample obtained by modeling (1.1) as
the regression relationship between Y and V . The second component is the
extra dispersion caused by the nonparametric regression estimation of the
unknown mean of X, given V , using the validation data set. Clearly,
the extra dispersion term in V1 is zero when N=o(n) and hence *=0. In
this case, ; n, N is the most efficient in the sense of asymptotic minimal
variance (covariance). On the other hand, this needs many more expensive
validation observations.
Remark 3.3. The asymptotic covariance of ; n, N can be estimated
consistently by
V n, N=7 &1n, N[4 n, N1+4 n, N2](7
&1
n, N)
{,
where 7 n, N is as defined in Section 2, and
4 n, N1 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
[(Yk&u^{n(V k) ; n, N& g^n, N(Tk))
2
_(u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk))(u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk)){]
4 n, N2=
*
n
:
n
i=1
[[(Xi&u^n(V i)){ ; n, N]2
_(u^n(V i)& g^2, N(Ti))(u^n(V i)& g^2, N(Ti)){].
Corollary 3.1. Under all the assumptions of Theorem 3.3, if hN=
N&13 we have
g^n, N(t)& g(t)=Op(N &13).
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Remark 3.4. If one defines the estimators of ; and g( } ) by
Y=u{(X ) ;+ g(T )+=$,
{=$=e+X {;&u{(X ) ;, (3.6)u(X )=E[X | X ],
it is perhaps necessary to add the assumption E[X | V ]=E[X | X ] to the
corresponding theorems in order to obtain the above asymptotic results for
the estimators defined in such a way that V is as defined in Section 2.
Indeed, this can be seen by noting that E[X | V ]=E[X | X ] and (A.e)i
together imply that E[=$ | V ]=0, which is needed in the proof of these
asymptotic results.
APPENDIX A. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1
To prove Theorem 3.1, we at first prove several lemmas.
Lemma A.1. Under Assumptions (A.r) and (A.K2), we have as NhN  
(a) E[WNj (Ti)]#c(N #hN)&1, #=2, 4; i, j=n+1, ..., n+N.
(b) E[WNj (t)]#c(N #hN)&1, #=2, 4; j=n+1, ..., n+N.
Proof. We prove Lemma A.1(a) only. The other cases can be
proved similarly. Let rN(t)=(1NhN) n+Nj=n+1 K2((Tj&t)hN). Then, by
Assumption (A.K2) we have
EW 4Nj(Tk)
M 422
M 221N
4hN _E \
1
rN(Tk)
I _rN(Tk)&ErN(Tk)&12 ErN(Tk)&+
+E \ 1rN(Tk) I _rN(Tk)>
1
2
ErN(Tk)&+&

cM 422
M 321N
4hN _NhNP \ |rN(Tk)&ErN(Tk)|
1
2
ErN(Tk)+
+
1
ErN(Tk)& (A.1)
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Note that
ErN(Tk)=E {K2(0)NhN +
1
NhN
E _ :
N+n
j=n+1
j{k
K2 \Tj&TkhN + } Tk&=
=
1
NhN
K2(0)+
N&1
N
E |
\2
&\2
K2(u) r(Tk+hNu) du.
Hence, by Assumptions (A.K2) and (A.r), it follows that
0<C1ErN(Tk)C2<, (A.2)
where C1 and C2 are some positive absolute constants. Similarly, we have
by Assumptions (A.K2) and (A.r)
Var(rN(Ti))c(NhN)&1. (A.3)
By (A.1), (A.3), and the Beinstein inequality, it follows that
EW 4Nj(Tk)
M 412
M 331N
4hN \NhN exp [&cNhN]+
1
C1+
c(N4hN)&1.
This proves Lemma A.1(a).
Lemma A.2. Under all the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 except (A.e), we
have
7 n, N w
a.s. 7,
where 7 is as defined in Theorem 3.2.
Proof. It is easy to see
u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk)
=\u(V k)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) u(V j)+
+_(u^n(V k)&u(V k))& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(u^n(V j)&u(V j))&
] Un, Nk+Rn, Nk . (A.4)
Denote by u^nr( } ) and U [r]n, Nk the r th component of u^n( } ) and Un, Nk ,
respectively, where r=1, 2, ..., p; k=n+1, ..., n+N. Hence we have the
(r, s) element of 1N n+Nk=n+1 Un, NkU
{
n, Nk ,
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1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
U [r]n, NkU
[s]
n, Nk
=
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])(us(V k)&E[us(V k) | Tk])
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_\E[us(V k) | Tk]& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) us(V j)+
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(us(V k)&E[us(V k) | Tk])
_\E[ur(V k) | Tk]& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) ur(V j)+
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \E[ur(V k) | Tk]& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) ur(V j)+
_\\E[us(V k) | Tk]& :
n+N
j=n+1
Wnj (Tk) us(V j)++
] 7 [r, s]N +rN, 1+rN, 2+rN, 3 , (A.5)
where ur( } ) and us( } ) are as defined in Section 3, r, s=1, 2, ..., p.
By the strong law of large numbers
7 [r, s]N w
a.s. 7[r, s], (A.6)
where 7[r, s] is just the (r, s) element of 7. Clearly, rN, 1 can be decomposed
as
rN, 1 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_\g2s(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g2s(Tj)+
&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_(us(V j)&E[us(V j) | Tj])
] rN, 11+rN, 12 , (A.7)
where g2r( } ) is that defined in Section 3, r=1, 2, ..., p.
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By Assumptions (A.g) and (A.K2), it is easy to obtain that
|rN, 11 |\2hN
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
|ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk]|. (A.8)
Hence, the strong law of large numbers and (A.8) together prove that
rN, 11 w
a.s. 0. (A.9)
Clearly, rN, 12 can be represented as
rN, 12 = &
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
WNk(Tk)(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_(us(V k)&E[us(V k) | Tk])&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_ :
n+N
j=n+1
j{k
WNj (Tk)(us(V j)&E[us(V j) | Tj])
] r (1)N, 12+r
(2)
N, 12 . (A.10)
Note that Assumption (A.X)ii implies that supt E[u4r (V ) | T=t]< by
the Jenssen inequality, r=1, 2, ..., p. Hence, the C2 -inequality, the Cauchy
Schwartz inequality, Lemma A.1, and (A.X)ii together give
E[r(1)N, 12]
2
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
E[W 2Nk(Tk) E
12[(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])4 | Tk]
_E12[(us(V k)&E[us(V k) | Tk])4 | Tk]]
sup
t
E 12[u4r (V ) | T=t] sup
t
E 12[u4s (V ) | T=t]
_EW 2N(n+1)(Tn+1)
c(N2hN)&1. (A.11)
By the Tchebyschev inequality, (A.11), Assumption (A.hN)ii, and
BorelCantelli’s Lemma, it follows that
r(1)N, 12 w
a.s. 0. (A.12)
Again note that (A.X)ii implies that supt E[u4r(V ) | T=t]<. Hence, by
the C4 -inequality, the DharmadhikariJacob (DJ) inequality (see, e.g.,
p. 128 in Rao, 1987), and Lemma A.1, we have
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E[r (2)N, 12]
4
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
E {E[(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])4 | Tk]
_E _\ :
n+N
j=n+1
j{k
WNj (Tk)(E[us(V j) | Tj]&us(V j))+
4
} Tj&=

c
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(N&1) :
n+N
j=n+1
j{k
_E[W 4Nj(Tk) E[(us(V j)&E[us(V j) | Tj])
4 | Tj]]
c :
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
EW 4Nj(Tk)c(N
2hN)&1. (A.13)
By Assumption (A.hN)ii, it follows that
r(2)N, 12 w
a.s. 0. (A.14)
(A.7), (A.9), (A.10), (A.12), and (A.14) together prove that
rN, 1 w
a.s. 0. (A.15)
Similarly, we have
rN, 2 w
a.s. 0. (A.16)
It is easily seen that
rN, 3 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \g2r(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g2r(Tj)+
_\g2s(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g2s(Tj)+
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \g2r(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g2r(Tj)+
_ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(E[us(V j) | Tj]&us(V j))
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+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \g2s(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g2s(Tj)+
_ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(E[ur(V j) | Tj]&ur(V j))
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j1=n+1
:
n+N
j2=n+1
WNj1(Tk) WNj2(Tk)
_(E[ur(V j1) | Tj1]&ur(V j1))(E[us(V j2) | Tj2]&us(V j2))
] rN, 31+rN, 32+rN, 33+rN, 34 . (A.17)
By Assumptions (A.g) and (A.K2), we have
|rN, 31 |\22h
2
N  0 (A.18)
|rN, 32 |
\2hN
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 } :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(E[us(V j) | T j]&us(V j))} . (A.19)
By Lemma A.1, it follows that
E[rN, 32]2
\22h
2
N
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
E _ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(E[u(V j) | Tj]&u(V j))&
2

\22h
2
N
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
_E[W 2Nj(Tk) E[(E[u(V j) | T j]&u(V j))
2 | Tj]]
ch2N :
n+N
j=n+1
EW 2Nj(tn+1)N
&1hN . (A.20)
By Assumption (A.hN), the Tchebyschev inequality, and BorelCantelli’s
Lemma, it follows that
rN, 32 w
a.s. 0. (A.21)
Similarly, we have
rN, 33 w
a.s. 0. (A.22)
Again note that Assumption (A.X)ii implies that supt E[u4r(V ) | T=t]
< by the Jenssen inequality. Then, by the C2 -inequality and the
CauchySchwartz inequality and the same arguments as those used in
(A.21), we have
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Er2N, 34 
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
E12 _ :
n+N
j1=n+1
WNj1(Tk)(E[ur(V j) | Tj]&ur(V j))&
4
_E 12 _ :
n+N
j2=n+1
WNj2(Tk)(E[us(V j) | T j]&ur(V j))&
4

c
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j1=n+1
:
n+N
j2=n+1
E 12W 4Nj1(Tk) E
12W 4Nj2(Tk)
c(N2hN)&1. (A.23)
By Assumption (A.hN)ii, it follows that
rN, 34 w
a.s. 0. (A.24)
Equations (A.17), (A.18), (A.21), (A.22), and (A.24) together prove that
rN, 3 w
a.s. 0. (A.25)
Combining (A.6), (A.15), (A.16), and (A.25) with (A.5), it follows that
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
Un, NkU {n, Nk w
a.s. 7. (A.26)
Let
l (v~ )=
1
nbd+1n
:
n
i=1
XiK1 \V
 i&v~
bn +
f V (v~ )=
1
nbd+1n
:
n
i=1
K1 \V
 i&v~
bn + .
Denote by l r( } ) and R[r]n, Nk the r th component of l ( } ) and Rn, Nk ,
respectively, r=1, 2, ..., p. Then the absolute of the (r, s) element of
1N n+Nk=n+1 Un, NkR
{
n, Nk is
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
U [r]n, NkR
[s]
n, Nk =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
U [r]n, Nk
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
U [r]n, Nk :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)
_\ l
 s(V j)
f V (V j)
&us(V j)+
] #n, N1+#n, N2 , r, s=1, 2, ..., p. (A.27)
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Clearly, #n, N1 can be decomposed as follows:
#n, N1 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(g2r(Tk)& g2r(Tj))
_
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&
&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(ur(V j)&E[ur(V j) | Tj])
_
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
U [r]n, Nk
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)<12 fV (V k), fV (V k)’N&
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
U [r]n, Nk
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
I[ fV (V k)<’N]
] #n, N11+#n, N12+#n, N13+#n, N14+#n, N15 . (A.28)
Recalling the definition of l ( } ) and f V ( } ), we have
#n, N11 =
1
nNbd+1n
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_
ni=1 (Xis&us(V i)) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&
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+
1
nNbd+1n
:
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_
ni=1 (us(V i)&us(V k)) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)>12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&
] # (1)n, N11+#
(2)
n, N11 , (A.29)
where Xis is the sth component of Xi , i=1, 2, ..., n.
Note that
#n, N11 =
1
nNbd+1n
:
n
i=1 _(Xis&us(V i)) :
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
_
K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&& .
By the DJ inequality, Assumption (A.X)i, the C2+$ -inequality, the
Jenssen inequality, and Assumption (A.K1)i, we have
E(# (1)n, N11)
2+$
1
N2+$(nbd+1n )
2+$ n
((2+$)2)&1
_ :
n
i=1
E {E[(Xis&us(V i))2+$ | V i]
__ :
n+N
k=n+1
(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])
K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&&
2+$
=
cn&(2+$)2b&(d+1)(2+$)n ’
&2&$
N N
&1
_ :
n+N
k=n+1
E(ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk])2+$
c(n1+($2)b (d+1)(2+$)n ’
2+$
N )
&1. (A.30)
By Assumption (A.bn) and the BorelCantelli’s Lemma, it follows that
# (1)n, N11 w
a.s. 0. (A.31)
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By (A.u) and (A.K1)i, we have
|# (2)n, N11 |
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
|ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk]|
_
1nbdn 
n
i=1 &V i&V k & K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)

\1 bn
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
|ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk]| w
a.s. 0. (A.32)
Equations (A.29), (A.31), and (A.32) together prove that
#n, N11 w
a.s. 0. (A.33)
By Assumptions (A.g) and (A.K2), it follows that
|#n, N12 | 
\2hN
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 }
l s(V k)&us(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&}

\2hN
Nnbd+1n
:
n+N
k=n+1 }
ni=1 (Xis&us(V i)) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)12 fV (V k)
1
2
’N&}+\2 hNN :
n+N
k=n+1
_} (1nb
d+1
n ) 
n
i=1 (us(V i)&us(V k)) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k) }
] # (1)n, N12+#
(2)
n, N12 . (A.34)
Similar to (A.30), we have for $>0 appearing in (A.X)i,
E(# (1)n, N12)
2+$
ch2+$N
N2+$n2+$b (1+$)(d+1)n ’
2+$
N
N1+$n((2+$)2)&1 :
n+N
k=n+1
_ :
n
i=1
E {K 2+$1 \V
 i&V k
bn + E[(Xis&us(V i))2+$ | V i]=
c
h2+$N
n(2+$)2b (d+1)(2+$)n ’
2+$
N
(A.35)
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by the C2+$ -inequality, the DJ inequality, and Assumptions (A.K1)i and
(A.X)i. Hence, under Assumption (A.bn), (A.35) implies that
# (1)n, N12 w
a.s. 0. (A.36)
Similar to (A.32), it is easy to obtain that
# (2)n, N12 w
a.s. 0. (A.37)
(A.34), (A.36), and (A.37) together prove that
#n, N12 w
a.s. 0. (A.38)
Employing the same arguments as in the proof of (A.33) and (A.38), we
can prove that
#n, N13 w
a.s. 0. (A.39)
For any =>0, we have
P( |#n, N14 |>=)P \ .
n+N
k=n+1 { f V (V k)
1
2
fV (V k), fV (V k)’N =+
 :
n+N
k=n+1
P \ | f V (V k)& fV (V k)|>12 ’N+ . (A.40)
By (A.K1)ii and (A.V )ii, it is easy to obtain that
|E[ f V (V k) | V k]& fV (V k)|cbn , (A.41)
where c is a constant which does not depend on V k , k=1, 2, ..., n+N.
By (A.41), we have for sufficiently large n
P( | f V (V k)& fV (V k)|> 12’N)P( | f V (V k)&Ef V (V k)|>
1
4 ’N)
=E[P( | f V (V k)&Ef V (V k)|> 12 ’N) | V k].
(A.42)
Applying Assumptions (A.K1) and (A.V )ii and the same arguments used in
the proof of (49) in Chap. 3 of Rao (1983) to (A.42), it follows that
P( |#n, N14 |>=)cnb&2d+3n exp [&cn’Nb
d+1
n ] (A.43)
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from (A.40), (A.42), and Assumption (A.Nn). Note that Assumption (A.bn)
implies n=1 nb
&2d+3
n exp [&cn’Nb
d+1
n ]<. Hence, by BorelCantelli’s
Lemma we have
#n, N14 w
a.s. 0. (A.44)
Clearly, for any =>0,
P( |#n, N15 |>=)P \ .
n+N
k=n+1
[ fV (V k)<’N]+NP( fV (V )<’N).
This, together with BorelCantelli’s Lemma, proves
#n, N15 w
a.s. 0. (A.45)
Combining (A.33), (A.38), (A.39), (A.44), and (A.45) with (A.28), it
follows that
#n, N1 w
a.s. 0. (A.46)
Similarly, we can prove that
#n, N2 w
a.s. 0 (A.47)
by Lemma A.1.
Hence, (A.27), (A.46), and (A.47) together prove
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
|UnNkR{nNk | w
a.s. 0. (A.48)
Analogously, we can prove that
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
|Rn, NkU {n, Nk | w
a.s. 0 (A.49)
and
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
|Rn, NkR{n, Nk | w
a.s. 0. (A.50)
Lemma A.2 is thus proved by (A.4), (A.26), and (A.48)(A.50).
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is easy to see that
; n, N&;=7 &1n, NA n, N(;), (A.51)
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where 7 n, N is as defined in Section 2, and
A n, N(;)=
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(u^n(V k)& g^2, N(Tk))
_[Yk& g^1, N(Tk)&(u^(V k)& g^2, N(Tk)){ ;].
To prove (3.1), by Lemma A.2 it remains to prove
A n, N(;) w
a.s. 0. (A.52)
Next we prove (A.52). By (A.4), it follows that
A n, N(;) =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
Un, Nk(Yk& g^1, N(Tk)&U {n, Nk ;)
&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
Un, Nk R{n, Nk ;
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
Rn, Nk(Yk& g^1, N(Tk)&U {n, Nk ;)
&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
Rn, Nk R{n, Nk ;
] AN, 1+AN, 2+AN, 3+AN, 4 . (A.53)
We have observed that AN, 1 can be decomposed as follows:
AN, 1 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \u(V k)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) u(V j)+ =k
+ :
n+N
k=n+1
1
N \u(V k)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) u(V j)+
__g(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(Yj&u{(X j) ;)&
] AN, 11+AN, 12 . (A.54)
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And
AN, 11 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(u(V k)&E[u(V k) | Tk]) =k
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(E[u(V k) | Tk]&E[u(V j) | Tj]) =k
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)[E[u(V j) | Tj]&u(V j)] =k
] A (1)N, 11+A
(2)
N, 11+A
(3)
N, 11 . (1.55)
By the strong law of large numbers and (A.e)i, we have
A (1)N, 11 w
a.s. E[(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]) E[= i | V ]]=0. (A.56)
Note that
E { :
n+N
j1=n+1
WNj1(Tl)(g2r(Tl)& g2r(Tj1))
_ :
n+N
j2=n+1
WNj2(Tm)(g2r(Tm)& g2r(Tj2)) =l=m==0
for l{m. Let A[2, r]N, 11 be the r th component of A
[2]
N, 11 . Hence, by (A.K2),
(A.X)ii, (A.e)i, iii, and Lemma A.1, we have
E[A[2, r]N, 11 ]
2=
1
N2
:
n+N
k=n+1
E _ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(g2, r(Tk)& g2, r(Tj)) =k &
2
\22h
2
N :
n+N
j=n+1
E[W 2Nj (Tn+1) E[=
2 | Tn+1]]
cN&1hN , r=1, 2, ..., p. (A.57)
The Tchebyschev inequality and BorelCantelli’s Lemma together with
(A.57) and (A.hN) prove that
A (2)N, 11 w
a.s. 0. (A.58)
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Using the arguments similar to those used in the proofs of (A.56) and
(A.58), we can prove that
A (3)N, 11 w
a.s. 0, (A.59)
by (A.X), (A.e)i, ii. From (A.55), (A.56), (A.58), and (A.59), it follows that
AN, 11 w
a.s. 0. (A.60)
Let A[r]N, 12 be the r th component of AN, 12 . Then
|A[r]N, 12 |  max
n+1kn+N } g(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g(Tj)}
_} 1N :
n+N
k=n+1 \ur(V k)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) ur(V j)+}
+
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ur(V k)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) ur(V j)+
_ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) = j }
] A[1, r]N, 12 +A
[2, r]
N, 12 , r=1, 2, ..., p. (A.61)
Employing similar arguments to those used in the proof of (1.9), (A.18),
and (A.21), and Assumptions (A.g), (A.X)ii, and (A.K2) we have
|A[1, r]N, 12 |  \2 hN _ 1N :
n+N
k=n+1
|ur(V k)&E[ur(V k) | Tk]|
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 } :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(g2r(Tk)& g2r(Tj))}
+
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 } :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(E[ur(V j) | Tj]&ur(V j))}&
wa.s. 0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (A.62)
Similar to the proof of (A.60), it can be proved that
A[2, r]N, 12 w
a.s. 0, r=1, 2, ..., p, (A.63)
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by Lemma A.1. Hence, (A.54), (A.61), (A.62), and (A.63) together prove
that
AN, 1 w
a.s. 0. (A.64)
By (A.48) and (A.50), we have
AN, 2 w
a.s. 0, (A.65)
AN, 4 w
a.s. 0. (A.66)
Similar to the arguments used in the proof of (A.64) and (A.48), we can
prove that
AN, 3 w
a.s. 0. (A.67)
Clearly, (A.53) and (A.64)(A.67) together prove (A.52). Equation (3.1)
is thus proved.
Next, we prove (3.2). Under the condition that E[e | T=t]=0, which is
implied by Assumption (A.e)i, we have
g^n, N(t)& g(t)=g^1, N(t)& g1(t)&( g^{2, N (t)& g
{
2(t)) ; n, N
+ g{2(t)(; n, N&;). (A.68)
If we can prove that
g^1, N(t) w
a.s. g1(t) (A.69)
g^2, N(t) w
a.s. g2(t), (A.70)
(3.2) is proved from (A.68)(A.70) and (3.1).
Let us first prove (A.69). Note that
g^1N(t)& g1(t)= :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (t)(Yj&E[Yj | Tj])
+ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (t)(g1(Tj)& g1(t)) ] 2N1+2N2 . (A.71)
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By the DJ inequality, Lemma A.1, and the condition supt E[Y4 | T=t]
<, which is implied by Assumptions (A.X)ii, (A.e)iii, and (A.g) ((A.g)
implies that g( } ) is a bounded function), it follows that
E24N1 =E {E _\ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (t)(Y j&E[Y j | Tj])+
4
} Tn+1 , Tn+2 , ..., Tn+N&=
N :
n+N
j=n+1
E[W 4Nj(t) E[(Yj&E[Yj | Tj])
4 | Tj]]c(N2hN)&1.
(A.72)
By Assumption (A.hn)ii, we have
2N1 w
a.s. 0. (A.73)
From (A.g) and (A.K2), it is easy to prove that
|2N2 |\2hN  0. (A.74)
Equations (A.71), (A.73), and (A.74) together prove (A.69).
Analogously, we can prove (A.70) under (A.g), (A.K2), and the condition
that supt E[u4(V 1) | T=t]<, which is implied by (A.X)ii and the
Jenssen inequality. This proves (3.2).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is thus completed.
APPENDIX B. PROOF OF THEOREMS 3.2 AND 3.3
To prove Theorem 3.2, we first prove the following.
Lemma B.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.2 except (A.7)$ and
(A.e)$, we have
7 n, N w
p 7.
Proof. Following the same train of thought used to prove Lemma A.2,
we can prove Lemma B.1. The proof is thus omitted.
Lemma B.2. Under assumptions of Theorem 3.2, we have
- N A n, N(;)=
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
9n1(Uk , Vi ; bn)+op(1),
where 9n1(Uk , Vi ; bn), i=1, 2, ..., n; k=n+1, ..., n+N, are as defined in
Theorem 3.2.
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Proof. By (A.53), it is easy to obtain that
- N A n, N(;)=
1
- N
:
n+N
k=n+1
(u(V k)&E[u(V k) | Tk]) =k
+
1
- N
:
n+N
k=n+1
l (V k)&u(V k) f V (V k)
fV (V k)
=k&
1
- N
:
n+N
k=n+1
_
(u(V k)&E[u(V k) | Tk])(l (V k)&u(V k) f V (V k)){ ;
fV (V k)
+- N A (2)N, 11+- N A (3)N, 11+- N AN, 21+- N AN, 22
+- N AN, 23+- N AN, 24+- N AN, 31+- N AN, 32
+- N AN, 33+- N AN, 34+- N AN, 4 (B.1)
where A (2)N, 11 , A
(3)
N, 11 , and AN, 4 are as defined in (A.55) and (A.53), and
AN, 21 =
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \u(V k)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) u(V j)+
_
( f V (V k)& fV (V k))(l (V k)& f V (V k) u(V k)){ ;
fV (V k) f V (V k)
,
AN, 22=
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \u(V k)& :
n+N
j1=n+1
WNj1(Tk) u(V j1)+
_ :
n+N
j2=n+1
WNj2(Tk)
(l (V j2)& f V (V j2) u(V j2))
{ ;
f V (V j2)
,
AN, 23=&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1 \E[u(V k) | Tk]& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) u(V j)+
_
(l (V k)& f V (V k) u(V k)){ ;
f V (V k)
,
AN, 31=&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
=k
( f V (V k)& fV (V k))( f V (V k) u(V k))
fV (V k) f V (V k)
,
AN, 32=&
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) \ l
 (V j)
f V (V j)
&u(V j)+ =k ,
AN, 33=
1
N
:
n+N
k=n+1
Rn, Nk _g(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)(Y j&u{(V j) ;)& .
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Note that (A.57) still holds under Assumptions (A.K2), (A.X)$, (A.e)i,
and (A.e)$. Hence, we have
- N A(2)N, 11 w
p 0 (B.2)
since hN  0.
Noting the fact that E[=k =j | V k , V j]=E[=k | V k] E[=j | V j]=0, k{ j, it
is easy to obtain that
NE[A (3)N, 11]
2c(NhN)&1 (B.3)
by Assumptions (A.e)i, (A.e)$, (A.X)$, (A.r), (A.K2), and Lemma A.1. From
(B.3), it follows that
- N A(3)N, 11 w
p 0 (B.4)
as NhN  .
Employing arguments similar to those used to prove (A.46), it can be
proved that
- N AN, 2i w
p 0, i=1, 2, 3. (B.5)
- N AN, 3i w
p 0, i=1, 2, (B.6)
- N AN, 4 w
p 0, (B.7)
by Assumptions (A.e)i, (A.e)$, (A.K1)$, (A.V )$, (A.bn)$, (A.g), (A.r), and
(A.K2).
Let A[r]N, 33 be the r th component of AN, 33 . Then, we have
|A[r]N, 33 |  max
n+1kn+N }g(Tk)& :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) g(Tj)} 1N :
n+N
k=n+1
_|R[r]n, Nk |+
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1
R[r]n, Nk :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) = j }
] A[1, r]N, 33 +A
[2, r]
N, 33 , r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.8)
Using the relevant arguments used in the proof of (A.48), it follows that
NE[A[1, r]N, 33 ]
2c
h2N N
2
n2
 0, r=1, 2, ..., p, (B.9)
by (A.Nn)$, (A.X)$, and (A.V )$ii. Equation (B.9) implies that
- N A[1, r]N, 33 w
p 0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.10)
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Recalling the definition of Rn, Nk in (A.4), we have
A[2, r]N, 33 
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) =j + l
 r(V k)&ur(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k) }
+
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) = j+
_ :
n+N
l=n+1
WNl (Tk) \ l
 r(V l)
f V (V l)
&ur(V l)+}
] D[r]N1 +D
[r]
N2 , r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.11)
Observe that
D[r]N1 
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) =j+
_
(1nbd+1n ) 
n
i=1 (Xir&E[Xir | V i]) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)>12 fV (V k)
1
2
’$N&}
+
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) = j+
_
(1nbd+1n ) 
n
i=1 (ur(V i)&ur(V k)) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)>12 fV (V k)
1
2
’$N&}
+
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ :
n+1
j=n+1
WNj (Tk)+ = j l
 r(V k)&ur(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)<12 fV (V k), fV (V k)’$N&}
_
1
N } :
n+N
k=n+1 \ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) = j+
_
l r(V k)&ur(V k) f V (V k)
f V (V k)
I[ fV (V k)’$N] }
] D[r]N11+D
[r]
N12+D
[r]
N13+D
[r]
N14 , r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.12)
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Note that (A.V ) implies that f V ( } ) is a bounded function on V. Hence,
employing the DJ inequality, the CauchySchwartz inequality, and
Lemma 1, by Assumptions (A.e)$, (A.X)$, (A.r), (A.g), (A.K1)$i, (A.hN)$,
and (A.bn)$i we have
NE(D[r]N11)
2

1
N
:
n+N
j=n+1
E {\ :
n+N
k=n+1
WNj (Tk)
_
(1nbd+1n ) 
n
i=1 (Xir&E[Xir | V i]) K1((V i&V k)bn)
f V (V k)
_I _f V (V k)>12 fV (V k)
1
2
’$N &+
2
E[$2j | V j]=
C :
n+N
j=n+1
:
n+N
k=n+1
E {_EW 2Nj (Tk)
_E \(1nb
d+1
n ) 
n
i=1 (Xir&E[Xir | V i]) K1((V i&V k)bn)
’$N +
2
} V k&=
cN &1h&1N ’$
&2
N :
n+N
k=n+1 _
1
n2b2(d+1)n
:
n
i=1
_E {K 21 \V
 i&V k
bn + E[(Xir&E[Xir | V i])2 | V i]=&
cN &1h&1N ’$
&2
N :
n+N
k=n+1
1
nb2(d+1)n
_E | K 21 \v~ &V
 k
bn + fV (V ) dv~
ch&1N ’$
&2
N n
&1b&(d+1)n
c(Nh2N)
&12 (nb2(d+1) ’$Nn )
&12  0. (B.13)
Equation (B.12) implies that
- N D[r]N11 w
p 0. (B.14)
By (A.K1)$ and (A.u)$, it follows that D[r]N12 can be bounded by
\1bkn
N’N
:
n+N
k=n+1 } :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) =j }. (B.15)
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Hence, we have
NE(D[r]N12)
2
\21b
2k
n
’$2N
:
n+N
k=n+1
E {E _\ :
n+N
j=n+1
WNj (Tk) =j+
2
} Tn+1 , ..., Tn+N&=

\21 b
2k
n
’$2N
:
n+N
k=n+1
:
n+N
j=n+1
E(W 2Nj (Tk) E[=
2
j | Tj])

b2kn
hN ’$2N
 0, r=1, 2, ..., n (B.16)
by Assumptions (A.e)$, (A.r), (A.K2), (A.hNbn), and Lemma A.1. From
(B.16), it follows that
- N D[r]N12 w
p 0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.17)
Using the same arguments as those used in the proof of (A.44), it can be
proved that
- N D[r]N13 w
p 0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.18)
Similar to (A.45), by Assumption (A.V )$i we can prove
D[r]N14 w
p 0. (B.19)
Equations (B.12), (B.14), (B.17), (B.18), and (B.19) together prove
- N D[r]n1 w
p 0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.20)
Similarly, we can prove that
- N D[r]n2 w
p 0, r=1, 2, ..., p. (B.21)
Equations (B.8), (B.10), (B.11), (B.20), and (B.21) together prove that
- N AN, 33 w
p 0. (B.22)
Combining (B.1), (B.2), (B.4)(B.7), and (B.22) with the fact that
l (V k)&u(V k) f V (V k)=
1
nbd+1n
:
n
i=1
(Xi&u(V k)) K1 \V
 i&V k
bn + .
Lemma B.2 is proved.
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. By (A.51) and Lemma B.2, we have
- N (; n, N&;)
=
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
7&19n1(Uk , Vi ; bn)
+
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
(7 &1n, N&7
&1) 9n1(Uk , Vi ; bn)+op(1).
(B.23)
By Lemma B.1 and (B.23), Theorem 3.2 follows if we can prove that
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
:{9n1(Uk , Vi ; bn)=Op(1) (B.24)
for any p-dimensional vector :. Next, we prove (B.24).
Let
,n(U, V; bn)=:{9n1(U, V; bn)
Mn=
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
,n(Uk , Vi ; bn).
Clearly, Mn is a two-sample statistic, and
E[,n(U, V; bn) | V]
=&|
K1((V &v~ )bn)(X&u(v~ )){ ;:{(u(v~ )& g2(t)) fV (v~ )
bd+1n fV (v~ )
dv~
=&| K1(+)(X&u(V &+bn)){ ;:{[u(V &+bn)& g2(T&+p+1bn)] d+
 &| K1(+)(X&u(V )){ ;:{(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]) d+
=&(X&u(V )){ ;:{(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]), (B.25)
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where +p+1 is the ( p+1)th component of +. Also,
E[,n(U, V; bn) | U]
=:{(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]) =
+
 K1((v~ &V )bn) :{(u(v~ )&u(V )) fV (v~ ) dv~
bd+1n fV (V )
=
&
 K1((v~ &V )bn)(u(v~ )&u(V )){ ;fV (v~ ) dv~
bd+1n fV (V )
:{(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]).
(B.26)
By Assumptions (A.u)$, (A.V )$ii, and (A.K1)$, the absolute of the second
and third terms on the right-hand side of (B.26) are bounded by
cbkn
fV (V )
|=| (B.27)
and
cbkn
fV (V )
(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]), (B.28)
respectively. Clearly, both (B.26) and (B.27) tend to zero as n  0. Hence
E[,n(U, V; bn) | U]  :{(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]) =. (B.29)
By (A.Nn)$ and (A.bn)$ii, it follows that
- N +n =E,n(U, V; bn)
=- N E[E[,n(U, V; bn) | U]]c - N bkn  0. (B.30)
Lemma B.1 of Sepanski (1995) together with (B.25), (B.29), and (B.30)
proves that
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
,n(Uk , Vi ; bn) w
L N(0, _2), (B.31)
where
_2=*E[[(X&u(V )){ ;]2 :{(u(V )
&E(u(V ) | T ))(u(V )&E(u(V ) | T)){ :]
+E[(Y&u(V )& g(T))2 :{(u(V )
&E[u(V ) | T])(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]){ :].
Equation (B.24) is a direct result of (B.31). Hence, Theorem 3.2 is proved.
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Proof of Theorem 3.3. By (B.31), we have
1
n - N
:
n
i=1
:
n+N
k=n+1
9n1(Uk , Vi ; bn) w
L N(0, V1), (B.32)
where
V1 =*E[[(X&u(V )){ ;]2 (u(V )&E[u(V ) | T])
_(u(V )&E(u(V ) | T )){]
+E[(Y&u(V )& g(T ))2 (u(V )&E[u(V ) | T])
_(u(V )&E[u(V ) | T]){].
Equation (3.4) is hence proved by Theorem 3.2 and (B.32).
Next, we prove (3.5). Similar to (A.72), we can prove that
E22N1c(NhN)
&1.
Hence, we have
2N1=Op((NhN)&12). (B.33)
Equations (A.71), (B.33), and (A.74) together prove that
g^1, N(t)& g1(t)=Op((NhN)&12)+O(hN). (B.34)
Similarly, we can prove that
g^2, N& g2(t)=Op((NhN)&12)+O(hN) (B.35)
by assumption supt E[u2(V j) | T j=t]<, which is implied by (A.X)$, and
Lemma A.1. From (3.4), we have
; n, N&;=Op(N &12). (B.36)
Hence, (3.5) follows from (A.68) and (B.34)(B.36).
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